This major Community service project goes back to at least 1987 with two decorated boats making the Grand Canal run and now involving more than eighty boats of all types and sizes. The Parade starts at the upper end of the Grand Canal, just south of the Pineda Causeway and proceeds south into the Banana River rounding Dragon Point and ending along the Eau Gallie Causeway providing a great viewing area.

Because of weather the 2019 Parade was postponed to Dec 28 with at least 64 boats participating. Robert Moore provided a live feed from his video camera; you can see the link of the recording below from where boats were leaving Lake Shepard.

At the peak, there were 42 people watching the boat parade remotely via YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acscvd9pQ_g

Click here to view the 2019 slide show

Click here to view the 2018 slide show